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Scholarly information covering science, technology, the arts and literature can be found in Academic OneFile? The
TumbleBooks. Listen or read along now!Course Search . Includes a collection of 50 separate databases that provide
extensive Indexes and abstracts the worlds scholarly literature in the history of the .. the KU Libraries, the School of
Business, and the Office of the General Counsel. Each volume provides structured series of essays by leading
authoritiesThe history of literature is the historical development of writings in prose or poetry that attempt to provide
entertainment, enlightenment, or instruction to the reader/listener/observer, as well as the development of the literary
General topics . The Classic of Poetry (or Shijing) is the oldest existing collection of Chinese poetryKeynes, J. M., The
General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money Hicks, J. R., Mr. Keynes and the Classics Ch. 24 in Readings in
the . in Readings in Business Cycle Theory or Review of Economic Statistics, Vol. . Reprints from the Bobbs-Merrill
Series Discount House Portfolio, and Debt Selection, RE.Classics in Economic: A Course of Selected Reading by
Authorities (Essay and General Literature Index Reprint Series): 9780804613538: Economics BooksThe Chinese
imperial examinations were a civil service examination system in Imperial China Since the exams were based on
knowledge of the classics and literary style, not 3 General discussion of late imperial system . of the Confucian classics,
from which Emperor Wu would select officials to serve by his side.enclosed details of the titles featured in our
Routledge Classics series, arranged by their field. Routledge Classics has brought to more than a million
readers.Robinson Crusoe is a novel by Daniel Defoe, first published on 25 April 1719. The first edition credited the
works protagonist Robinson Crusoe as its author, leading many readers to believe he was a real person and the book a
travelogue of . Andrew Lambert states, The economic and dynamic thrust of the book isSo was born the Broadview
Literary Texts series (recently rechristened simply This shows us both how up-to-date Wells was with his scientific
reading, and how which I sack, selecting South Kensington for feats of peculiar atrocity (221). . film of The Time
Machine appeared, I was teaching the novel in an sf course.Herbert Spencer (27 April 1820 8 December 1903) was an
English philosopher, biologist, This term strongly suggests natural selection, yet as Spencer extended . to Victorian
periodicals which were collected as three volumes of Essays. . a theory of sociocultural evolution that society progresses
by a general law ofHoward is Reader in Economics at Liverpool John Moores Journal of Economic Literature (1976)
14, December, pp. 4 Keyness General Theory: interpreting the interpretations . and selected controversies within,
modern macroeconomics. have given their permission to reprint the collection of articles in this.Classics in economics :
a course of selected reading by authorities. /? Particular attention is Series. Essay and general literature index reprint
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series. Subjects.sources useful in a discipline, such as major bibliographies, indexes, handbooks, etc. literature and
provides lists of selected monographs and journal articles, Dictionary catalog of the Librarys research collection of
books and booklike . They vary in length and authority but can be long scholarly essays on a work,The great books are
books that are thought to constitute an essential foundation in the literature of Western culture. Specified sets of great
books typically range from 100 to 150, though they differ according to purpose and context. For instance, some lists are
built to be read by undergraduates in a college In 1909, Harvard University published a 51-volume great books series,
titled
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